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Best Practices Atlas expands the bioeconomy universe!
Enabling Project hosts a portfolio of four platforms and services on its website; One
of the platforms is the Best Practices Atlas.

An Atlas for the BBP industry
Transferring knowledge and information from different businesses
and projects on biomass and sustainability is project’s core
mission. Enabling has collected information and companies that
can be source of knowledge and inspiration for potential
stakeholders in the bioeconomy. To better illustrate the information
collected, a virtual interactive map has been created showing best
practices identified from all over Europe and beyond.
The Best Practices Atlas is intended for presentation collected best
BBP (Bio based Products and Processes) practices, that are wholly or partly
transferable to other regions, or serve as an inspiration for partners in the value chain.
Each Best Practice hosted in the platform, presents the bio-based product and
innovation, followed by information for the Biomass source, project’s or business brief
intro, the Business Model of the practice, Phase of the Innovation, and Benefit/ added
value for several actors.
The user can easily
navigate to the
practices pool and
narrow down the
practices by selecting
‘Country’ options or
‘Collected by’,
searching for
customised results.
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Altas is hosting over 100 practices at this moment and keeps growing. At this moment,
the platform hosts practices not only from European countries, but also from Israel and
Canada.
Visit Best Practices Atlas by clicking here.

Extra Fact!
The word Atlas /ˈæt.ləs/ roots back to Greek mythology. Nowadays, it is used to
describe a book containing maps showing where particular things are made, found, etc
e.g. an atlas of British plants.
About the project
ENABLING project is a 3-year Horizon programme that intends to develop the great
potential of the bio-based industry, encouraging the creation of efficient and structured
biomass supply chains to produce bio-based products (BBP). To do so, ENABLING
proposes tools and methodologies nurturing collaboration and knowledge transfer
among actors in the agricultural and innovation sectors.
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